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The book had sat on my bookcase for several years – “France en Velo”, setting out a detailed route 

from St Malo to Nice. I’d pick it up every now and then, flick through it and read a few of the stage 

details, from small town to small town across rural France, and then put it back. The logistics got in 

the way – as anyone I ever worked with will tell you, I major on vision – detailed planning has never 

been my thing! 

But then one wet Yorkshire afternoon, I started to look at how I might easily get a bike back home 

from the Med, stumbled across the European Bike Express, a specialised coach service for cyclists 

that would carry me and my bike from Montpellier to Wetherby, and suddenly a vision became a 

potential reality. 

Three months later, I was boarding a ferry in 

Portsmouth. After an airport style scan of two of my 

panniers (fortunately neither was the one with the 

kitchen knife in!) I was St Malo bound, each of the 19 

stages to as far as Mende (where I would turn off to 

head due south to Montpellier) painstaking translated 

into my Garmin.  

 

 

The following morning I rolled off the ferry in St Malo. By lunchtime the first 38 miles were done, 

easy flat riding east along the coast under grey skies, and a savoury crepe for lunch as it started to 

drizzle. My confidence was growing – the garmin navigation was great, and I was feeling good in the 

saddle. Another 26 miles and I was at my first campsite in Fougeres, got the tent up just before it 

started to pour with rain, and then got soaked looking in vain for a restaurant.   

So, gotta get south into the better weather. With this in 

mind, day two turned out to be my longest day of the 

whole trip, 88 miles right down to the Loire. Highlight was a 

morning café stop with the local cycling club in Vitre, who 

took it in turns to try to lift my fully loaded bike, exclaiming 

“merde”, laughing whilst making it clear that they thought 

the English  guy must be mad. Made a point by riding with 

them out of town - until we hit the first climb!  

 

From here, the route basically dog legs south along the 

Loire, Dordogne and Lot rivers, and day three was the first 

of those dog legs, gorgeous riding largely following the 

Loire into Samur. And so the pattern was set – east up one 

of the rivers for a day, then south down towards the next 

one.  



 

 

 

 

The picnic table (a source of great amusement to OCC mates 

on social media who speculated I was carrying it in my 

panniers) also made its first appearance on the Loire. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Day 4 brought probably the most tedious hours’ riding of the trip, 22 

kilometres due south into a headwind along a dead straight 

rollercoaster of a road, with the church spire at Loudun in view the 

whole way but seemingly never getting closer.  

 

 

 

 

 

A very unexpected highlight though was the fourth night in Parthenay, where I had my very own 

gazebo to sit under whist I tracked the General Election result. I swear that as the exit poll was 

announced there was a crash of thunder, forked lightning and the heavens opened. I stayed up until 

3am to convince myself the poll was really right, and rode on my own little cloud of euphoria the 

following day. 

 



 

 

 

For the next week, glorious 

day followed glorious day. 

I’d wanted “better 

weather”, and now I was 

getting it. Every day got 

hotter and hotter, and so 

my routine became early 

morning starts and early 

afternoon finishes at campsites with a much 

needed pool and bar as I worked along the 

Dordogne and then Lot valleys. And this was 

the vision made real, through sleepy villages, 

along broad rivers and past spectacular 

chateaux, all under the bluest of skies. Constant stops became a requirement – to take on fluid and 

take photos.  

 

Rocamadour was not only a spectacular highlight in itself, but also a confirmation that my legs were 

holding up as I topped 4,000 feet of sleep climbing in 35 degree heat, and drew bewildered looks 

from tourists as I wobbled up 15 percent climbs.   
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From the Lot, I left the security of the 

book route and made my own way 

due south towards Montpellier. 

Whilst the navigation was harder, and 

I hit a couple of more major roads 

briefly, I was pleasantly surprised by 

how easy it was to plot a route as I 

went using google maps and Ride with 

GPS. Only the amount of climbing and 

the gradients were difficult to plan 

accurately, and this proved 

particularly challenging in the Tarn 

Gorges – the scenery was magnificent, 

but I could probably have done 

without the 7%, 2,000 foot climb with the garmin claiming that the temperature was 42 degrees.   

AAAAnd then one last col, round a bend and there it was – the Mediterranean.  Fifty miles across the 

coastal plain, and it was done, four days ahead of schedule. As I wheeled my bike down onto the 

beach, my over-riding emotion was not relief, but rather a sense of loss that tomorrow I wouldn’t be 

packing up my panniers and riding on to another new and unknown (to me) little piece of France. 

Writing this has made me reflect on the experience. It’s not about the numbers (although for the 

record Strava says 822.7 miles, 40,410 feet and 79.15 hours riding), and it’s not about the big 

highlights either. For me touring is about the hundreds of little moments, the glimpsed view, the 

village you won’t even remember the name of or the kindness of strangers giving you a cold beer on 

a hot afternoon or making you a cup of tea in the morning.  
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